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Email ThisBlogThis! Share with TwitterShare on FacebookShare pinterest Sai Satcharitra Hindi Chapter 3 Sri Sai Saharator Chapter 3-Sri Saibaba acceptance, commandments and dedication, dedication to the work of devotees, Baba Lillahs Jypilotilar Swarup, Motherlove-Rohila story, its sweet amritopcountry. To give
approval and the word of Sri Saibaba, as described in the last chapter, Baba allowed him to write sugar, saying that I have full permission to write sugar. You can stabilize your mind, spelmed in My words, and keep the debt fearless. If my scales are written, Avigha will be destroyed and, listening intently and faithfully, the
somatic budi will destroy and flow a strong wave of devotion and love, and those who seek these scales to great depth will receive a priceless pearl. He was very glad to hear these words, and he became fearless. They firmly believed that this work would now be a success. Baba looked at Shama and said, I will offer all
his desires, which will be lovingly remembrance of me. His devotion will gradually increase. I will always help in every way that will sing my character and acts. Devotees and the soul that I want, they will be glad to hear my stories. Believe that whoever kirtan my scales will be available Pararand and Chirsantosh. It is my
specialty that I release all those who come to my refuge in an exclusive spirit, who worship me, constantly remember and care about me. How worldly desires and ignorant tendencies can stagnate in such devotees who meditate lovingly on my tales and scales with memory and worship. I save them from death. Listening
to my stories will be a moment. So listen to my stories, meditate. It's an easy way to be happy and content. This will bring peace to the minds of listeners, and when the attention is strengthened and the faith is firm, the action will be inextricably achieved chaitanyacu. Only by pronouncing Sai all their sins will be
destroyed. Inspiration for devotees of various works God inspires the devotee to build a temple, a monastery, a gat on the arrow of a river, make a pilgrimage to someone and make a god-kirtan and do different things. He inspired me to write Cy Sachachchard. I was completely unfit for this job due to a lack of full
knowledge of any vigha. Get: Why should I have the audacity to do this difficult task? Who has the right to describe the true biography of Sri Sai Maharaj? It is only by his grace that the work can be completed. That's why when I started writing, Baba destroyed my ego, and he created his own character. So the merit of
this character is in him, not me. Born, I was deprived of a divine eye, so I was totally unfit to write Cy Sugar. But what's possible from Mr. Harigres? Nemoy also gets wordy and paralyzed also climbs on the gyrivar. They know how to do tasks the way you want to. Harmony and Bunsey have an impression of how the
sound is broadcast. It's player knowledge. The genesis of Chandrakanmani and the tide is not a pearl or origin, but a retreating Sasikalas. Baba's character: Jyotipillar is made in many places in the sea like a light pole, so that sailors avoid chatton and accidents and do not damage the ship. In this ocean Sai Baba's
character is very useful. He is also going to facilitate the most melodic and mundane path from Amruth. When it enters the heart of the ears, the somatic bud breaks down and, collecting it in the heart, all miscues disappear. The ego collapses, and the dwarf cover disappears, and knowledge becomes apparent. The
description of Ishui Kirti of Baba will destroy the sins of the devotees by listening faithfully. Thus, it is also a simple means of achieving salvation. In Satyatug, Sham and Duma, abdication in Treta, Pujan in the cross and Bhagavadkirtan in the Iron Age is a means of salvation. This final tool is also capable of four
characters. By other means, yoga, renunciation, meditation, etc., difficult to hold, but the hearing and kirtan character and Harikirtan destroy the natural object of the senses and devotees move to self-interview without lust. He built a sugar absorber to provide the same fruit. Devotees now easily observe the character, as
well as take care of their fascinating nature, become officers Guru and Bhagavat bhakti and get self-fulfillment. Sai Sahariter successfully To be, to understand this sy-glory, we were only made by tool. The mother's love of loving a cow on a calf is well known. Her breasts always purr with milk, and when the brown calf
runs to the chest, the flow of milk begins to flow automatically. Similarly, the mother also takes care of the need for her baby and breastfeeds at the right time. She does baby makeup in a good way, but the baby has no consciousness about it. The joy of a mother is not a paravar, looking for a beautiful baby makeup.
Mother's love is strange, extraordinary and selfless, without subma. Similarly, Sadhgur's love for his pupil. The same love the woman had for me, and, for example, he was: In 1916 I quit my job. The pension I received was not enough to feed my family. That same year, Ti gurupurnima in Vivas I went to Shirdi with Anaya
devotees. There Anna Chinchnikar automatically prayed to Baba for me so please rejoice them. The family is getting old. Please give another job so they are worried about them. And stay happy. Baba said he'd get the job, but now he has to enjoy my service. Their desires will always be complete, they must turn their
attention to Me, avoid the unification of the unrighteous and wicked. They should worship me with mercy, humility and conscience. If they can behave like that, they'll be officers. The story of Rosake this story is an indicator of equal love for all creatures of Sri Sai Baba. At one point, a man from the Rohil caste arrived in
Shirdi. He had a tall, strong and well-formed body. Fascinated by Baba's love, he stayed in Shirdi. He read the Kalma of Sharif's Koran in his high and hoarse sound and shouted allaho Akbar. Most shirdi people applaud Rohily's raucous call when she returns home at night after working in the field all day long. Because
of this, they did not rest at night, so they became more anxious, and they prayed to Baba to stop this evil by abandoning the Rosak. Baba ignored these people's prayers. On the contrary, the villagers were taken into their hands and told that they were not allowed to do so. Focus on yourself and ignore Rohilu. Baba told
him that Rosake's wife was bad in nature, and she was hurting Rosake and me more, but she was unable to dare to appear before her cutting, which is why she is in peace and happiness. In fact, Rosake didn't have a wife. Baba's gesture was only to thoughts. Instead of other objects, Baba is bringing meaning to prayer
and osh-worship. Therefore, he supported the Rosake Party and advised the villagers to carry evil peacefully for a short time. The melodious amritopes of Baba the next day afternoon Aarti, the devotees returned to their homes, and Baba gave the following very beautiful sermons: Whatever you live, whatever you want,
to sleep, but always remember that everything you do is known to me. I am the Lord of all beings and have permeated the movement. In my belly, all indigenous and conscious beings are in the same way. I am the controlling and operator of all brands. I am Genesis and the Creator. No one can harm those who worship
me. Ignoring my attention, Maya gets stuck in a noose. All animals, ants and visible, changing A lasting world is my nature. Listening to this beautiful and priceless sermon, I immediately decided not to serve any man but my guru in the future. You get the job - the idea of Baba's words began to take a frequent detour in
my head. I started getting an idea of whether this would actually happen. From future events it is clear that Baba's words came true, and I got a short-term job. After that I was free to serve Baba throughout my life with one heart. Before completing this chapter, my readers have a humble sense that they are not in vain to
go for devoted secrets and other practices, creating a natural love for the scale of Baba and making all the obstacles - such as laziness, sleep, versatility and a sense of mind - and someone who is a matter of satisfaction. They should follow the same easy measure, and this is Mr. Silis's hearing. This will destroy their
ignorance and open up a vision of salvation. Just like an avid man who travels to many places constantly worried about his money, keep Mr. Cy in his heart. Next Chapter Shirri Sai Baba Shirdi Arrival Will..... Sri Sadhguru Seinatapanam. Shufh Bhavtu... sai satcharitra in hindi chapter 31. sai satcharitra in hindi chapter
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